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Introduction 

The ACT Electoral Commission is an independent statutory authority established under the 
Electoral Act 1992 (Electoral Act). The operating title for the office of the ACT Electoral 
Commissioner (the Commissioner) and the Commissioner’s staff is Elections ACT. 

Our purpose is to deliver trusted, transparent, secure and accessible electoral services. Our values 
are respect, integrity, collaboration, innovation, independence, impartiality and accountability. 

On 1 July 2021, the Electoral Act 1992 (Electoral Act) was amended by the Electoral Amendment 
Act 2020 to establish an offence for inaccurate and misleading electoral advertising.  

Under section 297A of the Electoral Act a person commits an offence if:  

 the person disseminates, or authorises for dissemination of, an advertisement containing 
electoral matter; and  

 the advertisement contains a statement purporting to be a statement of fact that is inaccurate 
and misleading to a material extent.  

The maximum penalty for a breach of this law is 50 penalty units. 

Aim 

This document outlines the scope, principles, procedures and responsibilities for the management 
of misleading electoral advertising allegations received by Elections ACT.  

Scope 

This policy applies to all matters raised with respect to allegations of misleading electoral 
advertising, under section 297A of the Electoral Act, by any person (including political parties). 

This policy does not apply to complaints about services provided by Elections ACT or the 
operations of Elections ACT.  

This policy does not apply to complaints with respect to breaches of the Electoral Act, including 
Division 17.3 – Campaigning offences (with the exception of s279A) 

Principles 

We will apply our purpose and values and the following principles in enacting this policy: 

 Responsiveness – responding within target timelines within our capacity and keeping all 
stakeholders informed of progress and outcomes 

 Confidentiality – Any personal information provided in the course of managing misleading 
electoral advertising allegations will be managed in accordance with relevant legal 
requirements and our Privacy Policy. Elections ACT will treat allegations confidentially, 
however in some circumstances may be required to disclose information to resolve a matter. 
Where parties involved in an allegation have publicised the matter, Elections ACT may confirm 
the existence of an allegation but will not discuss the details. The Commissioner may make 
public comment regarding an allegation in order to ensure electors are aware of a situation 
and/or have accurate information.  

https://www.elections.act.gov.au/privacy
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 Transparency - Elections ACT will be clear about how a matter has been resolved.  

 Objectivity and fairness - Elections ACT will treat all matters in a fair, unbiased and 
objective manner and ensure all parties are accorded procedural fairness, which includes 
applying the principles of natural justice.  

Procedures 

Who can make a misleading electoral advertising allegation? 

A misleading electoral advertising allegation may be made by any person or organisation to the 
Commissioner. 

A person may, in writing, authorise another person to lodge and handle a matter on their behalf.  

Lodging a misleading electoral advertising allegation 

Misleading electoral advertising allegations must be made in writing and be supported by 
appropriate evidence.  

Allegations can be lodged with the Commissioner: 

 Online: www.elections.act.gov.au/about_us/contact_details 

 By post: GPO 172, Canberra City ACT 2601 

 By email: elections@act.gov.au 

 Lodged in person: Nara centre, 5 Constitution Avenue, Canberra City   

If a person requires assistance when making a complaint, they may call Elections ACT on 
02 6205 0033. 

What does the Commissioner do when a misleading electoral 
advertising allegation is received? 

Acknowledgement 

We will acknowledge all lodgements where contact information has been supplied, within two 
business days. 

Assessment 

When the Commissioner receives a misleading electoral advertising allegation, a formal 
assessment process against specific criteria will commence.  

To be substantiated, the allegation must meet the following criteria: 

 The advertisement must contain electoral matter (see definition of electoral matter below). 

 The advertisement must contain a statement purporting to be a fact. The Electoral 
Commission cannot apply the law regarding inaccurate and misleading electoral advertising 
against statements of opinion. 

http://www.elections.act.gov.au/about_us/contact_details
mailto:elections@act.gov.au
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 The relevant statement must be inaccurate and misleading to a material extent. 

A statement of fact is not an opinion. Statements that include commentary such as “It is my 
opinion….” Or “I believe…” will not be deemed as statements purporting to be a statement of fact 
and will not be investigated further. 

Investigation 

The Commissioner may then undertake investigations in order to corroborate the supporting 
evidence supplied. For instance, it may be necessary for the Commissioner to seek further 
information from either or both of the complainant and the alleged offender.  

While it is critical that the complainant supplies the necessary evidence to facilitate the 
Commissioner in making a decision, it may be necessary, in limited circumstances, for the 
Commissioner to seek external advice to enable a view on whether or not an advertisement is 
misleading and inaccurate to a material extent.  

The factors the Commissioner might consider when deciding whether to investigate a matter 
include whether sufficient evidence has been provided to support the allegation and the age of the 
material.  

Where an allegation is received regarding a misleading electoral advertisement which was first 
published two months or more prior to the date the allegation is made, the Commissioner may 
determine not to deal with the matter. In making this determination the Commissioner will 
consider matters including (but not limited to): 

 In circumstances where the electoral advertisement has been published on social media: 

 How visible the electoral advertisement currently is on the relevant page. 
 The extent of the audience of the page. 
 How extensively the electoral advertisement has been shared or sponsored. 

 In circumstances where the electoral advertisement has been published by any other means: 

 How widely the advertisement has been distributed. 
 The purpose/circumstances of the advertisements i.e whether the advertisement was 

distributed for an event which has now passed. 

Posts and comments on social media may not always be considered electoral advertisements and 
the Commissioner may determine not to investigate an allegation further on this basis. In making 
this determination the Commissioner will consider matters including (but not limited to): 

 Whether to comment/post is made by a political candidate or member of the public. 

 Whether the comment or post is, on balance, more appropriately considered political 
discussion or debate. 

 The page or account where the comment/post has been made and the context and 
relationships between the page or account and the party responsible for the content.  

It must be appreciated that in order to ensure due process, the Commissioner’s investigation may 
take some time, including during and through an election period. 
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Requests for information and evidence 

Complainants are required to supply the necessary evidence to facilitate the Commissioner in 
making a decision.  

Elections ACT may request information from complainants, respondents and other parties in order 
for the Commissioner to make a determination. If deadlines for these requests are not met, the 
Commissioner may make a determination without the information or may close the matter without 
further investigation.  

Where information is requested from the parties involved, they are required to provide any and all 
relevant information and evidence in the first instance. Decisions will be based on the information 
provided and it may not be possible to clarify or obtain further information.  

Resolution 

We will endeavour to resolve misleading electoral advertising allegations within five business days 
after the receipt of all required evidence.  

If the complexity of an allegation means it cannot be resolved within the stated five business days, 
we will advise on the timeframe expected and ensure the complainant is kept up to date 
throughout the process.  

The Commissioner may take any action available under the Electoral Act 1992 as deemed 
appropriate to effectively deal with an allegation within the context of the legislative timeframes of 
elections. 

Further legal action 

Following elections, the Commissioner will make a determination as to whether any matters will be 
referred for prosecution.  

Responsibilities 

Elections ACT 

Diagram 1 below sets out Elections ACT’s organisational structure for the management and 
administration of misleading electoral advertising allegations.  

The Commissioner is responsible and accountable for the operation of this policy and is the 
decision maker in relation to all misleading electoral advertising allegations. The Commissioner is 
also responsible for any applications to the Supreme Court.  

The Deputy Electoral Commissioner provides operational oversight of the misleading electoral 
advertising administration and enforcement team.  

The Misleading Electoral Advertising Manager is the senior officer responsible for reviewing and 
administering all misleading electoral advertising allegations, including where necessary, any 
liaison with legal counsel. 

The Misleading Electoral Advertising Officer supports the Manager in the above duties, including 
liaising with complainants and respondents, monitoring the progress of each allegation against 
timeframes and providing updates to those involved.   
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Diagram 1. Organisational structure for the management and administration of misleading 
electoral advertising allegations. 

 

Complainants 

To allow us to best understand or investigate a misleading electoral advertising allegation, the 
following information is needed:  

 Complainant name - your full name and/or the name of the group/organisation making the 
allegation. 

 Contact details - your contact details such as email address (preferred), postal address or 
telephone number. You must provide contact details for us to be able to respond to you. 

 Details and evidence of the allegation - details of the statement that you believe is inaccurate 
and misleading and in breach of Section 297A of the Electoral Act 1992. It is also necessary to 
provide as much information and evidence as possible including facts, location, dates and 
times and to attach any supporting documentation, including samples of the advertisement.  

Respondents 

If an initial assessment of a lodged allegation indicates that a breach of section 297A of the 
Electoral Act may have occurred, we will contact the individual or organisation responsible for 
publishing the electoral advertisement with a request for information.  

Respondents will be provided with a deadline for responding to the Commissioner’s request. If 
deadlines for these requests are not met, the Commissioner may make a determination without 
the information.  
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If the Commissioner finds that a breach of section 297A of the Electoral Act has occurred, the 
respondent will be required to follow the remedial directions provided by the Commissioner.  

What happens when the Commissioner does not find in 
favour of the allegation? 

The Commissioner may decide not to take any action in relation to a misleading electoral 
advertising allegation.  

If, after completing the formal assessment, the Commissioner does not find that the electoral 
advertising contains a statement purporting to be fact that is inaccurate and misleading to a 
material extent, or the age of the advertisement is outside of the Commissioner’s tolerance as 
described above, the Commissioner will write to both the complainant and the publisher of the 
electoral advertising advising of the outcome of the assessment. No further action will be taken in 
relation to the matter. 

What happens when the Commissioner finds evidence of 
inaccurate and misleading electoral advertising? 

Decisions on misleading electoral advertising are made by the Commissioner on the balance of 
probabilities, not upon ‘beyond reasonable doubt’. 

If the Commissioner finds that, on the balance of probabilities, a piece of electoral advertising 
includes a statement purporting to be a fact which is inaccurate and misleading to a material 
extent, remedial action by the person responsible for the advertising, will be required.  

The Commissioner may formally write to the person asking them to do one or more of the 
following:  

 not disseminate the advertisement again 

and/or  

 publish a retraction in stated terms and in a stated way.  

As part of a request for a retraction, the Commissioner may explicitly state the manner and form 
that the retraction should take. For example, if a person publishes a misleading advertisement in a 
newspaper, the Commissioner may request a retraction be published in the same newspaper. 
However, it may not always be possible to make the retraction in the same manner as the original 
advertisement. In such circumstances the Commissioner may state an alternative manner and 
form. 

It is also within the Commissioner’s discretion to apply directly to the Supreme Court for an order 
obliging the person to cease disseminating the advertisement further and/or publish a retraction.  

The Commissioner also has the discretion to refer the matter to the Director of Public Prosecutions 
for possible criminal prosecution. The above enforcement activities may be utilised by the 
Commissioner in combination or in isolation. 

If having requested a withdrawal and/or retraction, a person refuses to comply, the Electoral Act 
provides the authority for the Commissioner to apply to the Supreme Court for an order obliging 
the person not to disseminate the advertisement again and/or to publish a retraction. If a person 
is found guilty by the court of a misleading electoral advertising offence, the court must take the 
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person’s response to any request for remedial action made by the Commissioner into account 
when deciding upon the penalty to be applied. 

The Commissioner may seek confirmation from the offender that the required remediation action 
has taken place. 

Review 

Misleading electoral advertising matters have no review process provided for by the legislation and 
the Commissioner will not enter into any further discussion following determination of these 
matters.  

Glossary 

Complainant 

The person making the misleading electoral advertising allegation. 

Electoral matter 

Electoral matter is matter, in printed or electronic form, that is intended or likely to affect voting at 
an election. It is taken to be intended or likely to affect voting at an election if it contains an 
express or implicit reference to, or comment on:  

 The election; or 

 The performance of the Government, the Opposition, a previous Government or a previous 
Opposition of the ACT Legislative Assembly; or  

 The performance of an MLA or former MLA; or  

 The performance of a political party, candidate or a group of candidates in an election; or 

 An issue submitted to, or otherwise before, the electors in relation to the election. 

Misleading electoral advertising 

An advertisement that contains electoral matter and contains a statement purporting to be a 
statement of fact that is inaccurate and misleading to a material extent.  

Respondent 

The person or organisation alleged to be responsible for the misleading electoral advertisement.  
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Workflow 

Diagram 2. Misleading electoral advertising allegation workflow  
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